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a b s t r a c t
Real-time prediction by monitoring of the evolution of response variables is a central goal in predicting rock fail_ Ω
€ −1 ¼ C ðt f −tÞ has been developed to describe the time to failure, where Ω represents a
ure. A linear relation Ω
response quantity, C is a constant and tf represents the failure time. Observations from laboratory creep failure
experiments and precursors to volcanic eruptions are used to test the validity of the approach. Both cumulative
and simple moving window techniques are developed to perform predictions and to illustrate the effects of data
selection on the results. Laboratory creep failure experiments on granites show that the linear relation works well
during the ﬁnal approach to failure. For blind prediction, the simple moving window technique is preferred because it always uses the most recent data and excludes effects of early data deviating signiﬁcantly from the predicted trend. When the predicted results show only small ﬂuctuations, failure is imminent.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Accelerating precursors exhibited by response quantities, such as
strain, acoustic emission and seismic events, have been widely accepted
as a signiﬁcant way to predict the time-to-failure. Rates of ground deformation and of local fracturing of the crust or volcanic ediﬁce (Voight,
1988; Cornelius and Voight, 1995; Kilburn and Voight, 1998; De la
Cruz-Reyna and Reyes-Davila, 2001; Kilburn and Petley, 2003; Sparks,
2003; Smith et al., 2007; Lengliné et al., 2008; Bell and Kilburn, 2012;
Kilburn, 2012; Boué et al., 2015; Salvage and Neuberg, 2016) commonly
accelerate before volcanic eruptions. Accelerating creep deformation
has also been suggested as a method to predict landslides (Saito,
1969; Kilburn and Petley, 2003; Petley et al., 2005). The “Voight” relation (Voight, 1988, 1989) describes the acceleration in terms of a selfaccelerating process, given by:
€ Ω
_ −α ¼ A
Ω

ð1Þ

where Ω represents a response quantity and α and A are parameters.
The overscripted dot and double-dot represent the rate and
acceleration.
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Such acceleration precursors have been conﬁrmed in the laboratory
(Cornelius and Scott, 1993; Lavallée et al., 2008; Heap et al., 2009; Smith
et al., 2009; Kilburn, 2012; Hao et al., 2014; Bell et al., 2011a, 2011b;
Vasseur et al., 2015). To provide insights into the accelerating behavior
near the failure point, damage models have been developed to explain
accelerating seismicity or deformation rates prior to rock failure
(Main, 1999), volcanic eruptions (Kilburn and Petley, 2003), and landslides (Helmstetter et al., 2004). Together with time-dependent changes in applied stress and rock resistance, Kilburn (2012) proposed a
model to extend analyses to deformation under increasing stress by accommodating changes with stress. He suggested an alternative expression to the Voight (1988, 1989) relation to describe how precursory
time series can be determined from a relation between fracturing and
stress.
A power law relation of the rates of response quantities with respect
to the time-to-failure
_ ¼ k t f −t
Ω

−β

ð2Þ

can be deduced from the Voight relation (1) (Voight, 1988, 1989; Main,
1999), where tf is the failure time, k = [A (α − 1)]1/(1 − α) and β = 1/(α
− 1) (Voight, 1989). This critical power law behavior has been demonstrated to be valid by observations for natural hazards such as landslides
(Saito and Uezawa, 1961; Saito, 1969; Petley et al., 2002), volcanic
(Voight, 1988), or cliff collapses (Amitrano et al., 2005), failure in laboratory creep (Nechad et al., 2005; Heap et al., 2009) and creep-relaxation experiments of rocks (Hao et al., 2014). Hao et al. (2013)
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Table 1
Values of α measured in laboratory and ﬁeld.
α

Loading conditions

References

1.66
1.0
1.97
1.4
~2.0
~1.5
~2.0
1–3
~2.0
3.3

Unknown

Voight, 1988

2.1

1.47–2.42
1.74–2.1
2.0
~2.96
~2.5
3.0

Constant load strain test
Constant stress
Test by monotonically increasing
the boundary displacement
Creep-relaxation tests
Fiber bundle models loaded
by increasing stress

Cornelius and Voight, 1995
Kilburn and Petley, 2003
Voight, 1989
Kilburn and Petley, 2003
Smith & Kilburn (2010
Mount Pinatubo,
1991, 3 data points)
Smith & Kilburn (2010
Mount Pinatubo,
1991, 7 data points)
Cornelius and Scott, 1993
Voight, 1989
Heap et al., 2011
Hao et al., 2013
Hao et al., 2014
Hao et al., 2016
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introduced a response function as the change in the deformation of the
sample with respect to the crosshead displacement of a testing machine,
and found that the response function showed a critical power-law singularity at the failure point, where the crosshead displacement is a combination of the deformations of both the loading apparatus and the
deformed sample, because they consist of a deforming system in series
during the loading process.
Eqs. (1) and (2) have the interesting implication that, when β = 1 (α
= 2), the inverse rate decreases linearly with time:
_ −1 ¼ 1 t f −t
Ω
k



ð3Þ

Thus, by linearly extrapolating the curve of the inverse rate to zero,
the failure time tf can be determined as the intersection with the time
axis (Voight, 1988, 1989; Kilburn and Voight, 1998; De la Cruz-Reyna
and Reyes-Davila, 2001; Kilburn and Petley, 2003; Sparks, 2003; Smith
et al., 2007; Lengliné et al., 2008; Lavallée et al., 2008; Bell and
Kilburn, 2012; Kilburn, 2012), representing an inﬁnite deformation
rate. This method works well in retrospective prediction for such laboratory experiments, landslides, and volcanic eruptions (Voight, 1988;
Cornelius and Voight, 1994, 1995; Kilburn and Voight, 1998; Murray
and Ramirez Ruiz, 2002; Budi-Santoso et al., 2013).

Fig. 1. Optical microscope images of a granite sample before loading.

Fig. 2. Stress, strain versus time curves in a brittle creep experiment on the sample—granite-1. Stress: solid black line; Deformation: blue line. The loading process includes two phases: a
phase of imposing an initial stress on the sample, and a constant stress (creep) phase. The inset shows a zoomed-in view to the creep phase.
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eruption (Philippines) and tend to 2.10 for 7 data points. Compressional
deformation experiments on marble and granite (Hao et al., 2013) have
shown that the average value of the power exponent β is 0.51 with a
range from 0.37 to 0.72 (α = 2.96 with a range from 2.39 to 3.70). For
creep-relaxation experiments on rock, Hao et al. (2014) found that the
exponent β is about 2/3 (α = 2.5). Finally, in the analysis of viscoelastic
ﬁber bundle models (Kun et al., 2003; Turcotte et al., 2003; Hao et al.,
2012) β = 0.5 (α = 3). It should also be noted that, whereas Voight
(1988, 1989) originally proposed that precursory signals follow a single
trend, an alternative view is that the trend evolves with time from conditions for α ≈ 1 to conditions for α ≈ 2 (Kilburn and Voight, 1998;
Kilburn and Petley, 2003; Kilburn, 2012). Consequently, the uncertainty
resulting from the scatter of exponents α (or β) is a key difﬁculty in
using such methods for prediction of the failure time through the use
of acceleration precursors.
An alternative relation (Hao et al., 2016)
_ Ω
€ −1 ¼ C t f −t
Ω



ð4Þ
−1

_ Ω
€
is the ratio of rate to
was derived to describe the time to failure. Ω
acceleration of the response process, and C = α − 1. The failure time can
_ Ω
€ −1 versus time to its inbe determined by extrapolating the curve of Ω
Fig. 3. Evolution of strain rate and acceleration for sample granite-1. a) Strain rate; b)
Acceleration.

However, the exponent α is not always equal to 2 but exhibits variation. Table 1 lists some values of α measured in laboratory and ﬁeld for
a range of loading conditions. For example, slope failures analyzed by
Voight (1989) encompassed the range 1 ≤ α b 3. The eruptions yield α
≈ 1.66 (Voight, 1989) and 1.5 (Cornelius and Voight, 1995) for
Bezymyanny, 1960 and Mount St. Helens, 1986, respectively. In constant load strain tests performed by Cornelius and Scott (1993), α
ranged between 1.47 and 2.12. At Mount St. Helens volcano (Washington, USA) for deformations measured 1980 to 1986, α values were ~1.5
(Voight and Cornelius, 1991). Voight (1989) discovered that α is between 1.74 and 2.01 for failure experiments on alloys and metals, and
ranges from 1.9 to 2.1 for soils. Smith and Kilburn (2010) found that α
took values of up to 3.30 for 3 data points for the 1991 Mount Pinatubo

−1

tersection with the time axis. The advantage of this method is that the
prediction can be performed without a need to know in advance the exponent α (or β).
In order to highlight the potential of predicting the failure time
_ Ω
€ −1 , this paper presents realthrough monitoring the evolution of Ω
time prediction analyses using two data sets—(1) creep failure experiments on granites and (2) volcanic eruptions. In creep experiments,
_ Ω
€ −1 is illustrated to show how it
the complete evolution process of Ω
evolves to the critical linear relation. Two methods, here called the “cumulative” and “simple moving time window” techniques, are developed
to predict the failure time tf. For the method of the simple moving time
window, only the recent data, up to the current time, are used to perform the prediction—the other previous data are ignored. The prediction
is made step-by-step with time moving towards the failure time. Two
volcanic data sets are then used to validate the application, before
discussing the time scale that illustrates the failure precursors and the
data selection for performing the prediction.

Fig. 4. Evolution curves of ε_ €
ε versus time for three samples. a) Granite-1; b) Granite-2; c) Granite-3. The inset zooms-in on the linear relation nearby the failure time. Note that the early
data deviate signiﬁcantly from the critical linear relation. The vertical dashed line shows the failure time.
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Fig. 5. Predicted results using the cumulative moving technique for three samples as examples. a) Granite-1; b) Granite-2; c) Granite-3. Every ﬁtting starts from the same ﬁxed point but
ends at every individual time. Consequently, the number of data points used for ﬁtting increase with time approaching the failure time. The solid lines are the ﬁtted results and the
intersection point with time axis is the predicted result. The vertical dashed line shows the real failure time.

2. Experimental methodology of creep failure experiments
Creep failure experiments were performed on prismatic granite
blocks (Hao et al., 2014), where the rock specimen was ﬁrst loaded

to a prescribed initial stress and held at that constant stress to observe the evolution of deformation. The bulk density of the granite
is 2.5 to 2.7 g/cm3 and its water absorption is 0.16%, deﬁned as mass
of adsorbed water relative to unit mass of the dry rock. Fig. 1
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Fig. 6. Predicted results by using the simple moving window technique. a) Granite-1; b) Granite-2; c) Granite-3. During the process of ﬁtting, only the most recent data (in a window) are
used in the prediction, i.e. the starting and ending time of the data points used for the prediction are variable as a moving window. The solid lines are the ﬁtted results and the intersection
point with time axis is the predicted results. The vertical dashed line plots the real failure time.

presents two optical microscope images that show the
internal structure and grain size and texture of the samples. The
deformation, u, of the specimen was measured using 1 μm resolution extensometers (LVDT) located on the both sides of the
specimen.

−1
3. Evolution of strain, strain rate, acceleration and ε_ €ε in creep
failure of granite

The experimental protocol is illustrated in Fig. 2 with the inset showing a plot of axial strain against time for the creep phase of the
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Fig. 7. False-prediction produced by the cumulative moving technique for the sample—granite-3. The initial data, that do not show the critical linear response, will give a false-prediction
earlier than the current time of the recent captured data, which clearly must deviate signiﬁcantly from the real failure time. The vertical dashed line plots the real failure time.

experiment. Fig. 3 shows the curves of strain, strain rate, and acceleration versus time for creep failure experiments for the sample shown in
Fig. 2. Two typical processes are apparent: a strain deceleration following setting the load as constant and a ﬁnal acceleration leading to failure.
−1
In both the decelerating and accelerating stages, the ratio ε_ ε€ of strain
rate to acceleration decreases with time (Fig. 4).
Whether a true steady state phase exists, with zero acceleration
(constant rate), remains open to debate, and will be discussed in
Section 6. In the present creep failure experiments, a phase is observed
when the accelerations are very small. As a result, the scatter, caused by
differentiating and inverting noisy data inevitably leads to large ﬂuctu−1
−1
ations of the values of ε_ ε€ . Thus, the values of ε_ ε€ in this stage are not
calculated. This paper focuses on the data relevant to strain increasing
rapidly as the time of failure is approached.
During the tertiary stage before failure, both the strain rate and ac−1
celeration increase rapidly and ε_ ε€ decreases monotonically from a
−1

high magnitude until failure. The ﬁnal linear portion of ε_ €ε near failure
time (Fig. 4) demonstrates that Eq. (4) is appropriate for these experiments. The deviation of previous data from the ﬁnal linear trend (Fig.
4) indicates that the acceleration process should be sub-divided into
two parts with only the ﬁnal culminating part described by Eq. (4)
and acting as a failure precursor.
4. Predicting creep failure time in laboratory experiments on granite
Because Eq. (4) describes the trend close to failure time, only data
near this time are used for the predictions. The failure time is assumed
to be unknown and only the data preceding an individual time t* are
used in the projection—all “future” data are ignored—allowing a true
prediction to be made. A linear least-squares method is used to obtain
the best ﬁt linear trend until t*. The trend is then extrapolated to determine the predicted failure time.
To examine the effects of data point selection on the predicted results,
two methods are used: one using all data points, and beginning from
some ﬁxed point; and the other using only the most recent data points.
In the ﬁrst method, designated as the “cumulative time technique”, every
ﬁtting starts from the same ﬁxed point but ends at every individual
time t*. Consequently, the number of data points used for ﬁtting increases
with t* as it approaches the failure time. In the second method, referred to
as the “simple moving time window technique”, only the most recent data
(in a window) are used, so that the difference between the start and

end time varies as the window moves. In both methods, the linear ﬁtting
is made stepwise with t* moving to the failure time.
The two methods are illustrated for three experiments in Figs. 5 and
6. Both methods result in similar estimates that are very close to the real
failure time. For the cumulative moving technique, including the most
recent data slightly improves the agreement between the estimated
and actual failure times (see Fig. 5a, b, c). The simple moving time window technique (Fig. 6a, b, c) also shows only small ﬂuctuations in the
estimated failure time. Both methods thus provide stable predictions
of the failure time. Data should therefore be obtained as early as possible
in order to improve the reliability of the prediction, and allow an earlier
warning to be released. The stability of the results further demonstrates
that the linear relation of Eq. (4) performs well as a “failure precursor”.
The predictions are performed in hindsight because the data used for
prediction are recognized as a failure precursor that can be described by
Eq. (4). In practical applications, it is difﬁcult to determine in advance
whether the data are close to the failure time. Thus, we perform a pre−1
diction as soon as ε_ ε€ begins to decrease. From Fig. 4, it is apparent
that the initial data that do not show the critical linear response will
give an estimation that deviates signiﬁcantly from the real failure
time—although they would have predicted a time still in the future. Importantly, the cumulative technique, including the initial data, sometimes produces an obvious mis-prediction that the predicted failure
time is even earlier than the current time t* (Fig. 7). The initial data
that do not show the critical linear response are included in the
prediction in Fig. 7—thus the ranges of values on the y-axis (strain velocity/acceleration) is about 32 min—that is about 100 times of that
(b 0.4 min) in Fig. 6c. In contrast, the simple moving technique returns
an improved warning, because it always uses the most recent data.
When the predicted results change little with time, failure is close and
will occur close to the predicted time.

5. Prediction applied to volcanic eruption
Two data sets are used to demonstrate the application to both
methods to volcanic eruptions. Data are used from (i) tiltmeter FAMOUS
during the growth of a lava dome at Mount St. Helens in October 1986
(Cornelius and Voight, 1995), and (ii) seismic energy release before
the eruption (te) of Bezymyanny Volcano from 1960 (Voight, 1988).
Data used for predictions range from about a month before eruption
for Mount St. Helens to about eight days prior for Bezymyanny.
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Figs. 8 and 9 show the results for both events. Both the cumulative
and simple moving techniques give similar results that are earlier by
b2 days than the actual eruption time. These predicted results are as
good and stable as the classical FFM (Voight, 1988; Cornelius and
Voight, 1995). The data series in Figs. 8 and 9 present an almost identical
prediction of failure time. Both techniques indicate that the data approaching failure change little with the approach to failure, allowing
prediction via the linear relation ﬁtted through the previous data.
Thus, the linear relation of Eq. (4) works well for both data sets of volcanic eruptions and gives a robust warning.
6. Discussion
6.1. Onset of acceleration and warning precursors
It is not straightforward to determine the actual time when strain acceleration begins. Kranz and Scholz (1977) and Baud and Meredith
(1997) reported that a critical level of volumetric strain is required to induce tertiary creep, whereas Heap et al. (2009) argue a critical amount

of damage must be exceeded. However, it remains controversial as to
whether there is a steady state stage between the accelerating and decelerating phases. Ngwenya et al. (2001) and Yang and Jiang (2010)
argue that the secondary stage is not strictly a ‘steady-state’ process.
Changes in porosity and acoustic emission in brittle creep experiments
on basalt (Heap et al., 2011) show that damage increases throughout
the secondary creep phase. We suggest that damage during the secondary stage is randomly distributed micro-damage, which has a minimal
effect on the broad trend of macroscopic averaged response variables,
such as the global average strain.
An almost linear secondary creep stage (or stable stage) is usually
observed in rock creep experiments. In the present experiments, this
is conﬁrmed by a horizontal portion on the strain rate versus time
curve (Fig. 3). During this stage, the acceleration in strain remains
small but ﬁnite. It should be noted that it is almost impossible to obtain
zero acceleration because of the errors resulting from the differentiation
of noisy data, and so it is difﬁcult to deﬁnitively determine whether the
strain changes directly from deceleration to acceleration without passing through a steady stage.

Fig. 8. Predicted process and results of volcanic eruptions using the cumulative moving technique. a) Seismic energy release before eruption time (te) (Voight, 1988), Bezymyanny Volcano,
1960. Ω = cumulative seismic strain release (103 J1/2). b) Data from tiltmeter FAMOUS at Mount St. Helens (Cornelius and Voight, 1995), October 1986. Ω = tilt (μrad). The extrapolation of
ﬁtting lines gives a failure prediction b2 days earlier than the actual eruption time. When the data points increase to closer to the failure time, there is little change on the failure prediction.
Thus, it presents a robust warning of the failure time.
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Fig. 9. Predicted process and results of volcanic eruptions using the simple moving technique. a) Seismic energy release before eruption time (te) (Voight, 1988), Bezymyanny Volcano,
1960. Ω = cumulative seismic strain release (103 J1/2). b) Data from tiltmeter FAMOUS at Mount St. Helens (Cornelius and Voight, 1995), October 1986. Ω = tilt (μrad). The
extrapolation of ﬁtting lines gives a failure prediction that is earlier b2 days than the actual eruption. With the ﬁtting window moving to the failure time, predictions create a robust
warning of failure time.

The inevitable ﬂuctuation in the rate and acceleration data, resulting
from the differentiation of the original noisy data is the main cause of
−1
−1
scatter in ε_ €
ε . In particular, ε_ €ε shows a larger scatter during the secondary stage and the early phase of the tertiary stage due to the low
magnitude of the accelerations. Only data close to the time of failure
−1
form a linear trend on the curve of ε_ ε€ . The decreasing trend of the earlier data clearly deviates from this linear trend. Thus, the tertiary stage
may be divided into two parts, with only the ﬁnal part described by a
linear trend and capable of extrapolation as a precursory warning. For
data from tiltmeter FAMOUS at Mount St. Helens (Cornelius and
Voight, 1995), October 1986, only data later than 8 days conform to
the critical linear relation (Fig. 10).
6.2. Datum point selection for prediction
_ Ω
€ −1 may signiﬁcantly bias the predicSome data on the curve of Ω
tion from the global trend. For example, two data points 20 to 15 days

before the 1960 eruption of Bezymyanny Volcano (Voight, 1988), deviate signiﬁcantly from the global trend. The time prediction from data
ending at these two data points is signiﬁcantly earlier than the actual
eruption (Fig. 11a). The results predicted from data starting at these
two locations in the time series are dangerous/non-conservative as
the prediction time is much later than the actual time of eruption
(Fig. 11b). So in its application, the data should be assigned to exclude
these data as non-representative. But the remaining data, immediately
before failure present a consistency of the linear trend with small deviation, and thus provide a good warning.
Only data close to failure time can be described by Eq. (4). For the cumulative ﬁtting method, the starting point of the data has a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on the predicted results. It is difﬁcult to blindly determine
data close to the failure time. However, these data have little inﬂuence
on the simple moving window ﬁtting method because it always uses
only the most recent data. The number of data points used in the calculation becomes a key inﬂuence on the precision of the prediction. Consequently, it is better to change the number of data points, i.e.
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Kilburn, 2012; Boué et al., 2015; Salvage and Neuberg, 2016) and the
present method, the signal has to be differentiated with respect to
time and inverted, hence large ﬂuctuations introduced by these operations pose an important limitation in terms of real-time operational
usage. In the relation of Eq. (4), the parameter C = α − 1 is the slope
of the ﬁtted line. In order to compare this with the classic FFM and to
conﬁrm the observed trends, the curves of acceleration versus rate for
three samples and the values of α are illustrated in Fig. 12. It can be
seen that the values of C in the present method agree well with the
values of α in the classic FFM.
For point data, such as seismic events, a method developed in Bell et
al. (2013) alleviates such a limitation by relying on the most raw data
possible (i.e. the individual timings of the events) through the use of a
likelihood function. However, it is not possible to use this method for
continuous deformation data, and one would instead rely on the method developed in Bell et al. (2011a, 2011b) in which a GLM (Global Linearized Model) is applied to the unprocessed signal rate.
Our new method provides a mechanism to perform the prediction
without the premise of knowing the exponent beforehand. The failure
time can be estimated directly through monitoring the evolution of
_ Ω
€ −1 . However, the acceleration of the prethe response quantity, i.e. Ω
_ Ω
€ −1 versus time for data from tiltmeter FAMOUS at Mount
Fig. 10. Evolution curves of Ω
St. Helens (Cornelius and Voight, 1995), October 1986. Ω = tilt (μrad). The inset zooms-in
on the linear relation nearby the time of eruption. The early data before 8 days deviate
signiﬁcantly from the critical linear relation.

changing the start and end time for every ﬁtting, in real-time, according
to the trend exhibited by the acquired data.
6.3. Limits and methods of performing prediction from accelerating rates
For both the classical FFM (Voight, 1988, 1989; Kilburn and Voight,
1998; De la Cruz-Reyna and Reyes-Davila, 2001; Kilburn and Petley,
2003; Sparks, 2003; Smith et al., 2007; Lengliné et al., 2008; Lavallée
et al., 2008; Bell et al., 2011a, 2011b, 2013; Bell and Kilburn, 2012;

cursory signal (with time) must be calculated, and is thus expected to be
associated with larger combined errors that may induce larger ﬂuctuations. Further work, for example through synthetic tests and statistical
analyses (cf. Bell et al., 2011a, 2011b), are needed to compare the efﬁcacy between the present method and the classical FFM.
It should be mentioned that the proposed model identiﬁes conditions for bulk failure, and not for an eruption. Once bulk failure occurs, magma will need time to ascend to the surface. Model failure
times are thus expected to occur before observed eruption times. In
the present paper, ﬁeld data for two eruptions have been compared
with the results from creep tests in the laboratory. However, additional loading conditions may also occur before eruption (Kilburn,
2012). Further investigation is required to reveal whether the observed trends or the values of the exponent α depend on loading
condition.

Fig. 11. Time to failure results predicted from the data either starting or ending at the two data points (illustrated by the red color) that deviate signiﬁcantly from the main trend. Data are
for seismic energy release before eruption time (te) (Voight, 1988), Bezymyanny Volcano, 1960. Ω = cumulative seismic strain release (103 J1/2). a) The time prediction by data ending at
these two data points with large deviations from the trend predict a very premature eruption. b) The eruption time prediction from data starting at these two data points is much later than
the actual eruption time—an unconservative and dangerous prediction.
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Fig. 12. Evolution curves of acceleration versus rate and the values of α for three samples. a) Granite-1; b) Granite-2; c) Granite-3.

7. Conclusions
A critical linearized relation Eq. (4) is shown to work well for measured creep failure and volcanic eruption data. The tertiary stage of deformation can be divided into two different phases. Not all of the data in
the acceleration stage are useful for predicting failure time; only latetime data are useful.
The method gives a good prediction for the time to creep failure and
for some volcanic eruptions. The predicted results are generally slightly
earlier than the real time-to-failure, and thus can warn of the impending
failure. During the ﬁnal phase of the accelerating stage, the data in the
time sequences give almost the same prediction by each of the methods
proposed. Thus, it is better to capture the data as early as possible to provide the earliest possible warning of the failure time.
For blind predictions, the simple moving technique is more suitable
for practical applications. This process uses only the most recent data,
and excludes the inﬂuence of data that deviate signiﬁcantly from the
critical linear trend Eq. (4). When the predicted results change little
with time, failure is imminent and will occur almost at the predicted
time. However, calculations using differentiation of noisy data and inversion sometimes result in a large scatter in some data and it is important to not use these data as starting or ending data for performing the
prediction.
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